The Third Horror May 09 2022 Kody Frasier always swore she’d come back to 99 Fear Street. She knows the spirit of her dead sister, Cally, is trapped there, waiting to be set free. Now Kody is starring in a movie about the evil that murdered Cally, and she hopes she can find and help Cally. But Cally doesn’t want to be saved...she wants revenge.

Scream, Jennifer, Scream Jun 29 2021 When Shelli’s best friend, Jennifer, discovers that Shelli and some of her other friends cheated on the important college placement test, the guilty parties decide that they must silence Jennifer at all costs--except that they seem to be the ones who are being silenced, one after another.

Drop Dead Gorgeous Sep 13 2022 Read the books behind Netflix’s Fear Street trilogy! Morgan Marks is the new girl—and nobody can stop talking about her. She’s popular, smart, and beautiful. Everyone wants to be her friend. But her past is veiled in mystery, and no one knows where exactly she came from. Now Shadyside Homecoming is just around the corner. And Morgan’s dark secrets are about to be dug up for all the world to see. R.L. Stine's Fear Street trilogy is: You May Now Kill the Bride (Return to Fear Street, Book 1) The Wrong Girl (Return to Fear Street, Book 2) Drop Dead Gorgeous (Return to Fear Street, Book 3)

Broken Hearts Apr 15 2020 There’s someone out there, someone who kills on Valentine’s Day. Josie and Melissa are scared, especially when they receive threatening valentines. Then the murders begin. Who is sending these horrible valentines to the girls of Shadyside High? And who will be the next to die?

The Perfect Date May 17 2020 A grieving teen's past comes back to haunt him in this chilling installment in R.L. Stine’s bestselling Fear Street series—now with a fresh new look! Brady Karlin is getting on with his life. The memory of his girlfriend—killed in a gruesome sledding accident last year—is beginning to fade. Now he’s met Rosha Nelson, the girl of his dreams. And he’s never been happier. Until Brady starts to see a strange figure with a terribly scarred face following him everywhere. And horrible accidents start happening every time Rosha’s around. Has dating Rosha made Brady’s dreams come true? Or brought his worst nightmares to life?

The Second Horror Nov 22 2020 The second volume in an all-new Fear Street trilogy. Brandt thinks moving to Shadyside is great, but he hasn’t heard the terrifying stories about his new home—99 Fear Street. He doesn’t know about the headless bodies or bleeding walls. And he doesn’t know that Cally Frasier still haunts the house and plans gruesome deaths for him and everyone close to him.

Rent Jan 13 2020 (Applause Libretto Library). Finally, an authorized libretto to this modern day classic! Rent won the 1996 Pulitzer Prize for Drama, as well as four Tony Awards, including Best Musical, Best Book, and Best Score for Jonathan Larson. The story of Mark, Roger, Maureen, Tom Collins, Angel, Mimi, JoAnne, and their friends on the Lower East Side of New York City will live on, along with the affirmation that there is “no day but today.” Includes 16 color photographs of productions of Rent from around the world, plus an introduction (“Rent Is Real”) by Victoria Leacock Hoffman.

Summer Horror Jan 25 2021 Presents three horror novels set in the summertime, the first about a camp reunion that turns deadly, the second
about a stalker killing lifeguards at a country club, and the third about an evil babysitter.

_Silent Night_ Jun 10 2022 Don't open that present! If only Reva Dalby had listened to that warning. But beautiful, cold Reva won't listen to anyone. She thinks she can have whatever—and whomever—she wants. After all, her daddy owns Dalby Department Stores. Now, someone has some surprises in store for her. Robbery? Terror? Even murder? Someone wants to treat Reva to a holiday she'll never forget. Holiday cheer quickly turns to holiday chills for Reva. Someone is stalking her, and for the first time, her money can't help her. Who can you turn to when murder comes gift-wrapped?

_Goodnight Kiss_ Apr 27 2021 A summer at the beach turns into a nightmare when Matt realizes that his girlfriend, April, and his best friend, Todd, have turned into vampires. Original.

_The Barking Ghost (Goosebumps #32)_ Feb 23 2021 Cooper, a nervous newcomer to the town, and his friend Margaret are targeted by two evil dogs who cast a spell to switch bodies with the children as a way of wreaking further havoc.

_Forbidden Secrets_ Oct 14 2022 The dark power of the Fear family consumes all those connected with it. No one can escape the evil of the family’s curse—not even the Fears themselves. Savannah Gentry doesn’t believe that. She marries Tyler Fear. But then she goes with him to Blackrose Manor. That’s when the deaths begin. That’s when she learns his terrible secret....

_The New Girl_ May 29 2021 FEAR STREET -- WHERE YOUR WORST NIGHTMARES LIVE... The new girl is as pale as a ghost, blond, and eerily beautiful -- and she seems to need him as much as he wants her. Cory Brooks hungers for Anna Corwin's kisses, drowns in her light blue eyes. He can't get her out of his mind. He has been loosing sleep, ditching his friends...and everyone has noticed. Then as suddenly as she came to Shadyside High, Anna disappears. To find a cure for his obsession, Cory must go to Anna's house on Fear Street -- no matter what the consequences. Anna may be the love of his life...but finding out her secret might mean his death.

_The Beginning_ Aug 20 2020 THE NEW GIRL Shadyside High's star gymnast has fallen in love with Anna Corwin, the new girl in school. Cory Brooks is losing sleep, skipping practice and acting weird. But Cory's friend Lisa knows the truth: Anna is dead and living on Fear Street... THE SURPRISE PARTY Meg Dalton's best friend Ellen is returning for a visit to Fear Street, and Meg is determined to give her a party. But then the terror begins - bizarre acts of violence, threats and a voice on the phone whispering 'Cancel the party or else...' THE OVERNIGHT Lost in the woods on Fear Island, Della encounters a dangerous stranger, whispering threats and driving her to a violent act. Suddenly all her friends are trying to conceal the terrible truth. But someone saw what Della did, and he's threatening them all.

_Goosebumps: The Haunted Mask_ Feb 12 2020 Carly Beth thinks she's found the best Halloween mask ever. With yellow-green skin and long animal fangs, the mask terrifies the entire neighbourhood. Before long, it has a surprising effect on Carly Beth, too. She tries to take it off . . . but it won't budge! Halloween is almost over, but fright night is just beginning.

_A New Fear_ Jul 31 2021 The Fear name brings fortune...and doom. The dark power of the Fear family consumes all those connected with it. The Fears. Those they love -- and hate. The entire town of Shadyside. All are tainted forever by the evil of the family's curse. No one can escape. Nora Goode and Daniel Fear hoped to end the curse of the Fear family. But on their wedding day, a horrible fire swept through the Fear mansion, taking the life of every member of the doomed family. Except one. A new Fear. The child of Nora and Daniel. Will he be able to live his life untouched by the evil of his family? Or will the dark forces claim yet another Fear for their own?

_The Wrong Number_ Sep 01 2021 An innocent joke turns perilous when a prank caller specializing in heavy breathing and sexy whispers dials the number of a house on Fear Street.
The Overnight Feb 06 2022 From Goosebumps author R.L. Stine comes a spine-tingling tale of a night spent on Fear Island coming back to haunt a group of friends. Della O'Connor joined the Outdoors Club to have adventures with her friends. So when their advisor can’t make it to the planned overnight excursion to Fear Island, she rallies her friends to make the trip on their own. Won’t it be more fun with no adults around? But it doesn’t take long for the night to get out of hand. Della gets lost in the woods and then cornered by a dangerous stranger. She strikes back to save herself, and her friends vow to keep her violent secret. But someone saw what Della did. And he’s threatening them all, forcing them back to Fear Island to find the evidence they forgot to bury...

The Knife Apr 08 2022 Student volunteer Laurie Masters stumbles onto a ghastly secret at Shadyside Hospital—a secret that the nurses and doctors are willing to kill to cover up.

The Secret Oct 02 2021 In the second novel of a terrifying trilogy, R.L. Stine takes you back in time, finally telling the awful truth of what happened to the cursed Fear family…and why their evil lives on. Simon Fier meets an old gypsy who tells him his family will all die in a terrible fire. Terrified, he changes the family name to Fear, but he can’t escape the curse.

Darkest Dawn Aug 12 2022 When you can’t sleep, there’s always NIGHTS. The Night People are safe at last. After all the ugly pranks and vicious murders, things have finally returned to normal. The friends who are left are trying to forget and move on, taking comfort by meeting up late-night at their old hang out, Nights. It was the ancient spirit of Angelica Fear that caused all the trouble. And now she’s been destroyed once and for all. Burned in a fire. But if it’s true that the horror is dead, what did Angelica mean when her voice cried out from the flames?... "The Evil Lives!"

You May Now Kill the Bride Nov 03 2021 Read the books behind Netflix’s Fear Street trilogy! Two sisters, divided by time. Each with a terrible resentment she can barely contain. Two Fear family weddings, decades apart... Each bride will find that the ancient curse that haunts the Fears LIVES ON. It feeds off the evil that courses through their blood. It takes its toll in unexpected ways, and allows dark history to repeat itself. In this Fear Street story, family ties bind sisters together—till DEATH do they part. R.L. Stine’s Fear Street trilogy is: You May Now Kill the Bride (Return to Fear Street, Book 1) The Wrong Girl (Return to Fear Street, Book 2) Drop Dead Gorgeous (Return to Fear Street, Book 3)

The Attack of the Aqua Apes Jul 11 2022 When Scott and Glen decide to use water from Fear Street Lake to grow their Aqua Ape, they had no idea that the tiny little creature would keep growing...and growing...and growing. And its teeth keep getting sharper...and sharper...and sharper. Will Scott and Glen be able to contain their destructive new pet before it’s too late?

The Last Scream Jan 05 2022 Robin Fear is out to destroy Dierdre Bradley, her father, and Fear Park but one person’s waiting for revenge.

State of Fear Mar 15 2020 New York Times bestselling author Michael Crichton delivers another action-packed techno-thriller in State of Fear. When a group of eco-terrorists engage in a global conspiracy to generate weather-related natural disasters, its up to environmental lawyer Peter Evans and his team to uncover the subterfuge. From Tokyo to Los Angeles, from Antarctica to the Solomon Islands, Michael Crichton mixes cutting edge science and action-packed adventure, leading readers on an edge-of-your-seat ride while offering up a thought-provoking commentary on the issue of global warming. A deftly-crafted novel, in true Crichton style, State of Fear is an exciting, stunning tale that not only entertains and educates, but will make you think.

Fear Jul 07 2019 In 13 blood-chilling stories from such masters of suspense as R.L. Stine, Meg Cabot, Heather Graham, and Suzanne Weyn, nothing is what it seems, and no one is safe.

The First Horror Jun 17 2020 The first book in a scary new trilogy contributing to a series with more than 8.5 million copies in print. Here begins
the terrifying story of a family who moves into the house that even their neighbors on Fear Street are afraid to enter. Twin sisters must learn the secret of the evil or be the next victims.

**Fear Street Super Thriller** Aug 08 2019 Party Games and Don't Stay Up Late, the first new Fear Street books in R.L. Stine's mega-bestselling series, together in one trade paperback edition.

**The Wrong Girl** Mar 07 2022 Read the books behind Netflix’s Fear Street trilogy! Poppy Miller swears she will get payback for Jack Sabers’s cruel prank that humiliated her in front of all her friends. Then her classmates start turning up dead. All eyes are on Poppy. Is Poppy being framed? Or did the kids of Shadyside High mess with the wrong girl? In this Fear Street story, only one thing’s for sure—someone is out for DEADLY revenge. R.L. Stine’s Fear Street trilogy is: You May Now Kill the Bride (Return to Fear Street, Book 1) The Wrong Girl (Return to Fear Street, Book 2) Drop Dead Gorgeous (Return to Fear Street, Book 3)

**Cheerleaders** Oct 22 2020 Tormented by dreams of her dead sister, Bobbi, and by a series of gruesome events, Corky knows that it is up to her to learn the century-old secret that is tearing her world apart. Original.

**Cheerleaders** Dec 24 2020

**The Deadly Fire** Nov 10 2019 Unable to stay away from the attractive Cataluna Doom Car even though his older brother died while racing it, Buddy McCloy believes he can use the car to win back his girlfriend Sara from the mysterious boy she has been dating. Original.

**Nightmare Hour** Oct 10 2019 Enter the most terrifying place of all...the mind of R.L. Stine! The Nightmare Hour...the time when the lights fade, the real world slips into shadow, and the cold, moonlit world of evil dreams takes over your mind. What horror awaits a boy who has to spend Halloween in a darkened hospital? How do you outwit a ghost who wants your skin? What makes Nightmare Inn the most frightening place to visit? In this spine-tingling collection of stories that inspired the hit TV show R.L. Stine’s The Haunting Hour, bestselling author R.L. Stine spins a web of terror that will trap you in the world of nightmares. And there’s more... In Nightmare Hour, the author shares the secrets behind his twisted tales. Where did the idea for each bone-chilling story come from?

**Nightmare in 3-D** Sep 20 2020 If you’re feeling brave, take a peek in Sal’s Five and Ten. He sells great stuff. Wes Parker bought a 3-D poster there. He spent hours trying to see the hidden picture. Then he wished he hadn’t. Because the thing inside the poster saw Wes, too. Now it wants out—and it wants Wes.

**Midnight Games** Dec 12 2019 Dana Fear isn’t thrilled about spending her senior year at Shadyside High. The Fear family history goes way back in this town, and she’s not so into lugging around the baggage. But then she gets in with the Night People. Shadyside’s pretty cool when it’s three a.m. and you’re chilling at a bar called Nights with your new best friends. Until the evil returns, and the Night People start mysteriously disappearing one by one. Dana swears she has nothing to do with it. But all fingers point in one direction. Because there is, after all, a new Fear in town....

The Betrayal Dec 04 2021 Nora knows the secrets behind the horrifying things happening on Fear Street and reveals the dark legacy that marked the start of the terror three hundred years earlier, when a young girl was burned at the stake.

**FIRST EVIL (FEAR STREET CHEERLEADERS 1)** Mar 27 2021 “Give Me a D-I-E!” Newcomers Corky and Bobbi Corcoran want more than anything to make the cheerleading squad at Shadyside High. But as soon as the Corcoran sisters are named to the team, terrible things happen to the cheerleaders. The horror starts with a mysterious accident near the Fear Street cemetery. Soon after, piercing screams echo through the empty school halls. And then the ghastly murders begin... Can Corky and Bobbi stop the killer before the entire cheerleading squad is
The Burning Nov 15 2022 Daniel and Nora, two young lovers from feuding families, must use their forbidden love to stop the awesome evil that stalks Nora and her family.


No Longer Human Jul 19 2020 A young man describes his torment as he struggles to reconcile the diverse influences of Western culture and the traditions of his own Japanese heritage
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